Reefs which are located on the East Coast of Florida from Sebastian to St. Lucie Inlet are covered in this report. Information on the reefs is divided into sections covering the reefs from north to south. The reefs are known by currents and surge. The majority of the reefs are located about 150 feet off the shore. Only a few reefs are located much closer to shore. The reefs are divided into sections by name:

**Indian River County Access**

- This reef is located a little further from shore, approximately 150 yards. It is a relatively small reef area. Head to the north to find it. The depth is about 15-20 feet. There are some large lobsters which have been found here. There is also good spearfishing and tropical fish are abundant. Since there is a relatively slow swim out to this reef, we highly recommend using a reef surface.

**House of Refuge**

- This is a unique and interesting dive site. The parking is limited and there are no facilities. The entry must be made from a dune crossing which goes directly into the water. Use caution because it is quite shallow and you will have to use caution as you move off shore. It is a good area for spearfishing. There is also part of an old schooner located here about 150 feet from shore.

**Flamevine**

- This reef is located a little further from shore, approximately 150 yards. It is a relatively small reef area. Head to the north to find it. The depth is about 15-20 feet. There are some large lobsters which have been found here. There is also good spearfishing and tropical fish are abundant. Since there is a relatively slow swim out to this reef, we highly recommend using a reef surface.
Deep Six Rentals

Scuba Rentals
Tanks, B.cs, Wetsuits, Weights, & Belt Regulator, w/Octo and Gauge Combo
Fins & Float, U/W Light, U/W Cameras
Mask, Snorkel, Fin, Nitrox Rental Tanks

Snorkel Rentals
Mask, Snorkel, Fins, Dive Flag & Float
U/W Cameras, Boogie Board Float

Board Rentals
Surf Boards, Boogie Boards, Wake Boards

Metal Detectors
Bounty Hunter, Garretts, Whites

Skate Rentals
Rollerblade, Salomon Inline Skates

Learn to SCUBA
You can start Today
PADI Training Facility

Call for More Information
Vero Beach 772-562-2883
Jensen Beach 772-692-2747
Stuart 772-288-3999
USA 800-732-9685
E-MAIL Fun@deepsix.com

LEARN TO SCUBA
Start Your Class Today
with one of these
Private Courses
Setup on your own schedule,
one on one training at your convenience
Semi Private and Referrals Available.

Weekend Course
2 weekends, all day Saturday and Sunday,
Class and Pool on the first weekend and
Open Water dives on the second weekend.

Week Night Course
Week day nights starting on Monday and ending on Thursday with Open Water Dives on that Saturday & Sunday.

www.deepsix.com
800-732-9685

LENS CAP
DEEP SIX
WATERSPORTS

1. Sebastian Inlet
2. Inlet Cove Tidal Pool
3. Sebastian South Beach
4. El Capitana & Museum
5. Indian River Access
6. Golden Sands
7. Wabasso Beach
7a. Disney Resort
8. Sea Grape Beach
9. Turtle Trail
10. Tracking Station
11. Vero Beach Inn & Pier
12. Jaycee and Conn Beach
13. Brevenshire Wreck
14. Humiston Park
15. Flamevine
16. Rio Mar
17. South Beach
18. Round Island Park
19. Paddle Wheeler Wreck
20. Pepper Park
21. Walton Rocks
22. Jensen Beach
23. House of Refuge
24. Martin County Beach
25. Bath Tub

Vero Beach 772-562-2883
Jensen Beach 772-692-2747
Stuart 772-288-3999
USA 800-732-9685
E-MAIL Fun@deepsix.com

Bikinis, Baggies, Trunks
Shorts, Briefs, Pants
Shirts, Tops, Dresses
Skirts, Coverups, T-shirts
Shoes, Sandals, Aqua Socks

BIKINIS | BAGGIES | TRUNKS | SHORTS | BRIEFS | PANTS | SHIRTS | TOPS | DRESSES | SKIRTS | COVERUPS | T-SHIRTS | SHOES | SANDALS | AQUA SOCKS

Vero Beach 772-562-2883
Jensen Beach 772-692-2747
Stuart 772-288-3999
USA 800-732-9685
E-MAIL Fun@deepsix.com